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FROM THE CO-CHAIRS
Dear potential sponsor,
Thank you for taking the time to consider partnering with the
NeuGeneration Conference on Neuroscience. NeuGeneration
means a lot to us, as it represents a chance to meet with like minded
individuals from different faculties and universities, to share ideas and
make long lasting connections. Without your support for conferences
like ours, undergraduates would not have the opportunity to
interact with the most relevant research in the multifaceted field of
Neuroscience.
Ever since our establishment in 2015, we have seen tremendous
support from the Queen’s community. Despite lacking seasoned
notoriety around campus, our first event managed to completely
sell out in the first several weeks. In our second year, we decided
to expand our audience and began recruiting delegates from other
Ontario schools. Our second year proved to be an even greater
success, seeing an almost 20% increase in the number of delegates
even with an increase in ticket price.
It is our goal to provide students with a truly engaging and memorable
experience. With your help, we hope to make this year’s event the
best one yet. We plan to expand our conference yet again, moving
to a larger venue and actively recruiting speakers and delegates from
across North America. By partnering with us, you will be helping to
inspire a new generation of neuroscientists, while simultaneously
sharing your brand with a premier group of future industry leaders.
So, join us this year for the 3rd annual NeuGeneration conference.
Sincerely,
Matthew Bentley & Bailey Brant
NeuGeneration Co-Chairs

Bailey Brant
Co-chair

Matthew Bentley
Co-chair

NEUGENERATION
Conference on Neuroscience

The
new
generation
of
Neuroscience will be fostered
in our Universities. As a
student run conference, our
team aims to help educate,
empower and innovate with
current
students
interested
in the field of Neuroscience.
We ask you, as a potential
sponsor, for your assistance
and support for the annual
NeuGeneration Conference on
Neuroscience held at Queen’s
University in Kingston, Ontario.
NeuGeneration is the first and
only neuroscience conference
at Queen’s University. The
conference is managed by
a team of highly motivated
undergraduate students from
a variety of backgrounds—
ranging from engineering, to
commerce and to life sciences.

Our goal is to bring together
leading scientists, professors,
and doctors in the field and offer
students the unique opportunity
to learn about cutting-edge
research and modern applications
of neuroscience in a new light.
We strive to provide the
opportunity to all our delegates
to gain insight and perspective
into the interdisciplinary field of
Neuroscience. We are proud to
report massive success in our
first two years as a conference.
Our team now aims to expand
by increasing ticket sales by
50% and by beginning to
recruit delegates from other
Universities
across
Canada.
With your help, we are hoping
to
achieve
our
ambitious
goals while promoting your
organization along the way.

Want to hear more about our sponsorship
opportunities?
For any questions, please contact:
neugene.sponsorship@gmail.com

Interested in being a
sponsor?
Without our generous sponsors,
we wouldn’t be able to offer this
special opportunity to the many
students who have expressed
an interest in our conference.
We are extremely appreciative
for any type of support; and
we want to support you, too!

Want to get in contact
with us?
q_neugeneration
neugeneration.com
facebook.com/neugeneration
neugene.sponsorship@gmail.com

DELEGATE BREAKDOWN
PHILOSOPHY
2%
BIOMED
2%

NURSING
4%

PHYSICS
2%
KINESIOLOGY
2%

BIOPSYCH
2%

BIOLOGY
14%

LIFE SCIENCES
40%

PSYCH
25%

BIOCHEM
7%

*Statistics were collected from the 2017 conference

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
BRONZE
$250











LOGO ON WEBSITE











PROMOTIONAL SPACE ON
DELEGATE MANUAL









DISPLAY PROMOTIONAL
MATERIAL DURING EVENT


















• DIRECT MARKETING TO
150+ DELEGATES





• PERIPHERAL
MARKETING TO
24,000+ STUDENTS

SPONSOR BOOTH
SEND RECRUITERS FOR
NETWORKING SESSION
ORGANIZE A WORKSHOP/
SEMINAR FOR
CONFERENCE
KEYNOTE SPEECH AT
OPENING/CLOSING
CEREMONIES

SILVER
$500

GOLD
$1000

PLATINUM
$2000 or
more

BENEFITS:

COPPER
Up to
$100
LOGO ON BANNER



• GET IN FRONT OF
YOUR TARGET
AUDIENCE
• CONNECT WITH
CANADA’S TOP
UNDERGRADUATE
SCIENCE STUDENTS

TESTIMONIALS

DELEGATES
“What do you especially like
about the conference?”
“There were a wide variety
of speakers from different
backgrounds and of different
academic status. Each speaker
provided insight to varying
areas of neuroscience, which
can inspire a more diverse
population of delegates.”
- 2016 Delegate
“I really liked the variety and
amount of speakers. I was
really impressed that the
conference had a speaker
come all the way from McGill.
I also thought the MCs were
100p! And I liked the food and
organization of the event.”
- 2017 Delegate

SPEAKERS
“As an established scientist,
I am always looking for
opportunities to further engage
students and give them the
broadest
opportunity
to
develop. The NeuGeneration
conference is perfect for this as
it gives the students a chance
to expand their perspectives
beyond their own area of
study and expand their skills
making them better prepared
for pursuits in academia and
beyond. The conference is
really a compelling model
that needs to be supported
and replicated. It will form a
new generation of students.”
- Dr. Randy McIntosh

Want to hear more about our sponsorship
opportunities?
For any questions, please contact:
neugene.sponsorship@gmail.com

SPONSORS
“The Centre for Neuroscience
Studies has been a sponsor
of the NeuGene conference
for the past two years. This
is an exceptional group of
young dynamic individuals
who host a very professional
rewarding
conference
in
the multidisciplinary field of
neuroscience. As sponsors we
were afforded the opportunity
to provide input and guidance
to the team. The conference is
very well attended and worthy
of
sponsorship
funding.”
- The Centre for Neuroscience
Studies

